The NOVA Medical School's mission is to provide quality services, capable of making a relevant contribution to the improvement of healthcare. To this end, it makes available to the entire academic community and the rest of the community, various consultation services, complementary exams and the provision of consulting services with the objective of being ever closer to the community, in its mission to be involved in improving the state of health and quality of life. Check the available services here:

- **NUTRITION AND METABOLISM CONSULTATION** (port)
- **COVID-19 DIAGNOSIS TESTS**
- **INTEGRATED FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENT**
- **CLINICAL IMMUNOLOGY LABORATORY**
- **HELICOBACTER RESEARCH PYLORI**
- **LACTOSE INTOLERANCE TEST**
- **THERAPEUTIC DRUG MONITORING**
- **MOLECULAR BIOLOGY SERVICE**
- **BUILDING QUALIFICATION** (port)
- **METABOLICOMICS DATA ANALYSIS SERVICE**